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Abstract
Elongation of the anterior/posterior body axis is a critical part of embryonic
development. Cell movements are known to play a significant role in embryo elongation
in the red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum. In the arthropod model organism,
Drosophila, Toll receptors have a demonstrated role in the elongation of the embryo by
driving convergent extension, in which rows of cells intercalate with one another in one
direction to extend tissue in the other. In Drosophila, Toll receptors are a link between
anterior-posterior patterning genes expressed in discrete stripes and effector molecules
causing cell movements. This cell movement is caused by three Toll receptors that
undergo heterophilic binding to cause myosin planar polarity driving cell intercalation.
A recent study demonstrated the involvement of Toll receptors 10 and 7 in T. castaneum
elongation. However, the intercalary behavior of cells in T. castaneum is less orderly than
in Drosophila, which may reflect a difference in underlying cellular mechanisms.
Additionally, our analysis of RNAseq data revealed that Toll 6 expression increases
during embryogenesis, which may indicate that it has a larger role in elongation than
previously thought. To examine the purpose of these three Toll receptors in elongation,
we injected beetle embryos with dsRNA to create single, double, and triple knockdowns.
We then used quantitative polymerase chain reactions (qPCR) to examine the expression
levels of three Toll genes and five candidate downstream effectors in the knockdowns.
We found, as previously reported, that Toll 6 does not have a significant role in
elongation, although it may still have a role in development. Additionally, through qPCR,
we found that Toll receptors are regulating each other and regulating potential
downstream effector molecules. Most interestingly, we found that injecting dsToll7 and
4

dsToll10 simultaneously does not affect elongation when injected 11 hours after egg lay,
which calls into question the timing of Toll function and the exact role Toll receptors are
playing during this stage of elongation.
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Introduction
Why Tribolium castaneum is a model organism for elongation in arthropods
The process of a fertilized egg turning into a fully functioning organism with
organized cells, tissues, and organ systems is complex, and therefore scientists often turn
to model organisms to better understand how this development occurs. Drosophila
melanogaster, the fruit fly, is a prominent model organism used in studying
developmental biology due to the wide availability of genetic tools that allow for the
discovery and analysis of its developmental genes (Tolwinski 2017). However, using
Drosophila as a model organism poses an issue when studying the elongation of the germ
layers that give rise to an animal’s tissues and organs, known as the germband.
Drosophila undergoes an extremely derived form of elongation whereby all the segments
are patterned simultaneously within the blastoderm, and after this patterning is mostly
complete, the embryo elongates (Davis and Patel 2002). Current evidence shows that this
form of patterning segments before elongation is used in most flies but not in many other
arthropods (Davis 2002). Tribolium castaneum, the red flour beetle, is a better model for
understanding elongation as it is a short-germ insect, and it undergoes the more
ancestral form of elongation (Liu and Kaufman 2005). In Tribolium, the anterior
segments are specified in the blastoderm, but the posterior segments are added from a
posterior growth zone, also referred to as the segment addition zone, as the embryo is
elongating (Janssen et al. 2010; El Sherif et al. 2014). This causes the embryo to elongate
while segments are being specified, which is similar to how somites are generated in
vertebrates. The difference between elongation methods can be seen in Figure 1.
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Drosophila

Tribolium

Figure 1. Drosophila embryos (left) pattern their segments, and then the embryo
elongates. This differs from Tribolium (right), in which the posterior segments are
patterned as they emerge from the posterior growth zone, leading to elongation
occurring as new segments are added. Anterior is to the left, posterior is to the right.
Embryos are stained for the segmental patterning gene eve. Scale bar for Tribolium
photos is 100 μm. Drosophila photos from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (no
scale bar available).

Although the mechanisms behind Tribolium’s elongation have not been studied
as extensively as the mechanisms in Drosophila, the earliest stages of its embryogenesis
have been described, the basic stages of development are fairly well understood, its cells
can be fluorescently marked, it is low maintenance, and it has a growing research
community. These characteristics make it an ideal model organism for studying
developmental biology (Handel et al. 2000; Brown et al. 2009; Benton et al. 2013).
Different cellular mechanisms contribute to elongation
In both these organisms, there are cellular mechanisms that have demonstrated
contributions to elongation. Both Drosophila and Tribolium germbands undergo
7

convergent extension, a process by which coordinated cell movements cause their
germbands to elongate in one direction (along the anterior-posterior axis) and narrow in
the other (along the dorsal-ventral axis). In both Drosophila and Tribolium, there is
evidence that cell divisions are occurring and play a small role in this convergent
extension. In Drosophila, during late elongation, oriented cell divisions occur in the
posterior of the embryo (daSilva and Vincent 2007). In Tribolium, although there is cell
division taking place, there is evidence that cell divisions are not needed to generate the
abdominal segments of the embryo (Nakamoto 2015). Additionally, in Tribolium it has
been found that during elongation, a significant proportion of the cell divisions that are
occurring are oriented along the anterior/posterior axis (Cepeda et al., 2021). Shape
changes have additionally been observed in both organisms’ elongation processes; in
Drosophila, there is evidence that cell shape change is important in the fast, early phase
of germband extension, and in Tribolium, embryonic cells undergo a cuboidal to
columnar transition upon blastoderm differentiation (Butler et al. 2009; Benton and
Pavlopoulos 2014). Furthermore, basolateral protrusions and apical constriction both
have a demonstrated role in Drosophila convergent extension (Sun et al. 2017), while in
Tribolium, there is evidence that rolling over of amniotic cells also contributes to the
elongation of the germband (Benton 2018). The major contributing force to Drosophila
convergent extension appears to be mediolateral intercalation of ectodermal cells, a
process whereby rows of cells in an epithelium merge between each other (Irvine and
Wieschaus 1996). There is evidence that intercalation is also contributing to elongation
in Tribolium, although the evidence is limited to the early embryonic stages (Benton et al.
2013).
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Elongation is regulated by pair-rule genes in Drosophila
Elongation is partially regulated by a group of transcription factors found in both
Tribolium and Drosophila known as pair-rule genes. This group of genes was first
discovered in 1980 by Nusslein-Volhard and Wieschaus, who found that mutations in
these genes led to larvae with half the number of denticle bands. Further research
showed that when some of these pair-rule genes, even-skipped, runt, and hairy, were
mutated, the embryos failed to fully elongate during germband elongation, and the
intercalary movements of cells were disoriented. This discovery led to a proposed model
where adhesive differences between stripes of pair-rule genes lead to intercalation
(Irvine and Wieschaus 1994). Pair-rule genes have also been identified in Tribolium,
however, in Tribolium, these genes are not functioning in exactly the same manner as
they do in Drosophila. Instead, three pair-rule genes, even-skipped, odd-skipped, and runt,
work as a “clock”-like mechanism to produce waves of expression that create spatial
patterning during elongation that is sequentially read out as new segments (Sarrazin et
al. 2012).
In Drosophila, Paré et al. 2014 found a link between the pair-rule genes that code
for transcription factors and the effector molecules which carry out intercalation. By
knocking down eve and runt, pair-rule genes that code for repressive transcription
factors, and performing RNA-seq, they found that members of the Drosophila Toll-like
receptor family were downregulated (Paré et al. 2014). Toll-receptors are dimeric
transmembrane proteins with leucine-rich repeats and Toll/Interkeukin domains, and
there are nine members of this family in Drosophila. Through in situ hybridization
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experiments, they found that Toll-2, Toll-6, and Toll-8 were expressed in dynamic,
overlapping, stripes along the anterior-posterior axis in Drosophila embryos, whereby
each column of cells in a parasegmental unit has a distinct combination of Toll receptors.
They examined the effects of Toll-2, Toll-6, and Toll-8 knockdowns, both individually and
in combination, on germband length and the degree of intercalation, and they found that
knocking down one Toll receptor resulted in little change in embryo length but knocking
down two together resulted in shortened embryos and incorrect formation of new edges
during intercalation (Paré et al. 2014). These results were even more severe when all
three of these Toll receptors were knocked down together. Additionally, ectopic
expression of Toll receptors led to an accumulation of myosin at the boundaries between
different Toll receptors, which indicates a role for Toll receptors in polarizing the effector
molecules of intercalation. By expressing different Toll receptors on individual
Drosophila SR2+ cells, they found that cells tended to interact with cells expressing
different Toll receptors than themselves, indicating that these Toll receptors could be
acting heterophilically to induce this accumulation of myosin (Paré et al. 2014).

There are different proposed models for how Toll receptors are leading to planar polarity
The exact mechanism by which Toll receptors lead to myosin-II accumulation is
currently unknown, however Paré and Zallen (2020) have proposed some possibilities.
The first of these is what they call the heterotypic activation model, which is similar to
what is described above whereby different Tolls in different columns act as both ligands
and receptors that activate myosin contractility (Paré and Zallen 2020). Paré and Zallen
(2020) note however, that this is unlikely as it cannot explain why double mutants are
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not as severe as triple mutants are, and why Toll interactions are not happening at
horizontal interfaces. The next mechanism they propose is the homotypic inactivation
model whereby Toll receptors could be downregulated at horizontal (dorsal/ventral)
interfaces by trans interactions between Toll receptors in the same stripe (Paré and
Zallen 2020). They also propose a homotypic activation model in which Toll receptors are
stabilized at horizontal cell interfaces through trans interactions of Toll receptors from
the same stripe. In both these homotypic models, the Tolls would become polarized
through these homotypic interactions (Paré and Zallen 2020). The final mechanism they
propose, called the partner patterning model, is one whereby each Toll receptor patterns
a ubiquitously expressed interaction partner, allowing for differential expression in Toll
expressing and non-expressing cells (Paré and Zallen 2020). These models provide
different predictions about how Toll receptors could be interacting, and thus provide a
framework for possible ways Tolls could be interacting in other species, including
Tribolium. A diagram of these models is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Paré and Zallen (2020) propose four possible mechanisms by which Toll
receptors could interact with each other, which are diagramed here. Hexagonal shapes
represent cells and small rectangles represent Toll receptors, with different colors
signifying a different type of Toll receptor. (A) In the heterotypic activation model,
different types of Toll receptors bind heterophilically and lead to myosin accumulation.
(B) In the homotypic inactivation model, Toll receptors of the same type in the same stripe
deactivate each other at dorsal/ventral cell interfaces. (C) In the homotypic activation
model, Toll receptors of the same type in the same stripe use trans interactions to
stabilize themselves along the dorsal/ventral interfaces. (D) In the partner patterning
model, each Toll receptor patterns a ubiquitously expressed interaction partner. Figure
from Paré and Zallen (2020).
Various effector molecules are required for intercalation in Drosophila
Intercalation is a highly conserved process that has been shown to occur in the
vertebrate neural plate, kidney, and notochord (Nishimura et al. 2008; Nishimura et al.
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2012; Lienkamp et al. 2012). In Drosophila, the molecular mechanisms and effector
molecules involved in this process during germband extension have been extensively
studied. The general movement involves cell-cell junctional remodeling where cell-cell
vertices perpendicular to the direction of elongation contract to form a vertex that
resolves parallel to the direction of elongation while forming new cell-cell junctions,
(Bertet et al. 2004). If this process is done with four cells, it is known as a T1 process, and
if it is done with more than four cells, it is called a rosette (Blankenship et al. 2006).
Rosette formation and resolution in Drosophila epithelial tissue can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Images from a time lapse of the formation and resolution of a rosette
contributing to epithelial tissue elongation in Drosophila. Ten cells have been digitally
labeled with colored dots and tracked throughout the images. In rosettes, a group of cells
contract along their anterior/posterior axes, converging at a vertex. That vertex then
expands along the dorsal/ventral axis, thereby elongating the tissue. Anterior is to the
left, posterior is to the right. Scale bars are 10 μm Figure from Blankenship et al. (2006).
The contraction and resolution is driven by polarized cytoskeletal and junctional
molecules within the cells of the Drosophila epithelium. Some of these molecules and
their positioning in epithelial cells during intercalation are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Cytoskeletal and junctional molecules polarize to either the dorsal/ventral
(horizontal) or anterior/posterior (vertical) axes during the intercalation process.
Hexagons represent epithelial cells (three shown). F-actin, ρ kinase, the myosin-II
regulatory light chain (spaghetti squash), and the myosin heavy chain (zipper) mainly
polarize along the anterior/posterior axes during the intercalation process, while
bazooka/Par3 mainly localizes along the dorsal/ventral axes. Although the molecules are
all shown here together in their respective cellular locations, during the intercalation
process, they polarize and depolarize at different times.

Rho-kinase directs nonmuscle myosin-II and F-actin to bind to the intracellular
sides of the epithelial cells’ apical surfaces along the anterior/posterior axes while
directing Par-3, a protein that stabilizes adherens junctions, to bind to the horizontal
intracellular sides of the epithelial cells’ apical surfaces (Bertet et al. 2004; Simoes et al.
2010; Zallen and Weischauss 2004). The necessity of this actomyosin polarization for
intercalation was demonstrated by laser ablation (Farhadifar et al. 2007; Hutson et al.
2003). Additionally, at horizontal surfaces, there is an enrichment of the adherens
junctions proteins E-cadherin, a-catenin, and ß -catenin (Blankenship et al. 2006; Levayer
et al. 2011; Simoes et al. 2010). Overall, this leads to a model in which actin and myosin
contract cell membranes along the dorsal ventral axes while adhesive molecules such as
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bazooka and E-cadherin expand reconstructing membranes along the anterior/posterior
cell axes. This model can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5. A diagram of intercalation of six epithelial cells, and important effector
molecules’ positions in Drosophila epithelial cells during this process. Intercalation
occurs when actin and myosin lead to contraction of the anterior/posterior cell
membranes into a vertex, and then E-cadherin, F-actin, and Bazooka lead to expansion
along the dorsal/ventral cell axes. Anterior is to the left, posterior is to the right; dorsal
is up top, ventral is below. Figure from Blankenship et al., 2016.
Toll receptors’ role in development is conserved among arthropods
This Toll receptor system is not unique to flies. It has been shown that Toll
receptors are expressed in dynamic striped patterns and are involved in cell
rearrangements in arthropods that diverged as many as 560 million years ago (Benton
et al. 2016). However, overall, less is known about how this Toll receptor system is
functioning in arthropods that do not undergo elongation in the same manner as
Drosophila, but rather undergo the more ancestral form of elongation. Benton et al.
(2016) investigated Toll receptors in Tribolium and found that, like in Drosophila, there
are Toll receptors expressed in striped patterns whose domains are regulated by pairrule genes. However, in Tribolium, out of the nine known Toll-like receptor orthologs,
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there are only two Toll receptors being expressed in stripes, Toll 7 and Toll 10, as
opposed to the three known in Drosophila (Benton et al. 2016). Even so, like in
Drosophila, knocking down one Toll receptor alone in Tribolium did not produce any
major effects while knocking down Toll 7 and Toll 10 in combination leads to a shortened
germband and a lack of intercalation at the blastoderm stage (Benton et al. 2016).
Less is known about effector molecules in Tribolium
There is currently no evidence that a similar polarization mechanism is acting in
Tribolium, however, this has not been well studied. The roles for Tribolium orthologs of
known Drosophila effector molecules in intercalation and elongation, such as spaghetti
squash, DEcadherin, and bazooka, have not been investigated. Additionally, there are
many possible candidate effector molecules that could be working in a similar
mechanism in Tribolium to cause elongation. A previous project (Porter et al. in prep)
used the same strategy used by Paré et al. (2014) to look for potential candidate effectors
of elongation in Tribolium. Porter et al. (in prep) knocked down the anterior/posterior
patterning gene eve in Tribolium, and then used RNA sequencing (RNAseq) to find
differentially expressed genes that could be possible candidate effector molecules. Two
possible genes of interest were identified from this project: innexin3 (inx3), which is a
gap junction protein, and starry night (stan), which is a transmembrane cadherin protein.

There are indications that elongation may be functioning differently in Tribolium than in
Drosophila
Although there are indications that the Toll receptor system in arthropods is very
similar to that used for elongation in Drosophila, there are still many unanswered
16

questions about how exactly this system is working in Tribolium. As of right now, there
is no evidence for actin or myosin planar polarization in Tribolium, nor is there evidence
that the Tribolium germband uses rosette structures in convergent extension. Likewise,
Tribolium’s pair-rule “clock” system is very different from Drosophila’s pre-patterned
pair-rule gene system, which would imply that if the Toll-receptor system is downstream
from pair-rule transcription factors, it is expected that there would be some differences.
Some potential differences that we observed include that intercalation in Tribolium
embryos is less orderly than intercalation in Drosophila, which is shown in Figure 6.
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Drosophila

Tribolium

Figure 6. Intercalation of cells in Drosophila epithelial cells (left) and Tribolium epithelial
cells (right). Each panel has three rows of cells digitally colored (blue, red, and yellow).
Anterior is to the left, posterior is to the right. Intercalation appears more orderly in
Drosophila than in Tribolium. Drosophila cells appear to be separating more neatly from
neighboring cells in the same row, with roughly one cell moving between neighboring
cells. Tribolium cells appear to move in a less orderly fashion, with more than one cell
often separating cells that were originally neighbors in a row. Figure from Nagy and
Williams (2020).
There is also evidence that Toll-receptor knockdowns lead to apical cell surface
shrinkage in Tribolium that is unreported in Drosophila, which could potentially indicate
a role for Toll receptors influencing elongation by mediating cell shape changes. We
noticed this apical shrinkage in the time lapse photos of epithelial cells in Toll 7 / Toll 10
double parental RNAi knockdowns reported by Benton et al. (2016). This lack of
intercalation and the apical shrinkage can be seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Images of in epithelial tissue from a time lapse of a Tribolium wildtype embryo
and Toll 7/ Toll 10 parental RNAi knockdown. The cell borders were stained with
GAP43YFP, rows of cells were digitally colored, and their progression tracked over time.
Wildtype cells showed intercalation and extension of the tissue, while Parental RNAi
knockdowns of Toll 7 and Toll 10 in Tribolium lead to not only a lack on intercalation, but
also apical shrinkage of epithelial cells. Anterior is to the left, posterior is to the right. mpc
stands for “minutes post cellularization.” Figure from Benton et al. (2016).

This project aims to further understand the developmental role of Toll-receptors
in Tribolium, specifically their role in elongation, by further analyzing Toll knockdown
phenotypes and by using quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) to identify
potential effector molecules downstream of Toll receptors.
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Materials and Methods
Beetle Care
All beetles and beetle embryos used in this work were from the Tribolium
castaneum wild-type beetle line (strain GA-1) or the nGFP Tribolium castaneum
transgenic line which express nuclear-localized GFP. Beetles were kept in jars with mesh
lids containing King Arthur whole wheat flour supplemented with 3% Solgar brand
brewers’ yeast powder. These jars were stored in dark 30°C incubators at 40-60%
humidity. Routine care procedures were followed according to The Beetle Book (Jenkins
2012).
RNAseq Analysis
From a prior study done by the Williams and Nagy labs (Goldman-Huertas et al.
in prep) I had access to an RNAseq data set containing the transcript levels from wildtype T. castaneum embryos at 10, 13, 19, and 24 hours after egg lay (hAEL). I abstracted
the data for each of the nine known T. castaneum Toll orthologs from this data set. For
the nine genes, each of the four time points had three replicates, so I found the average
of the transcript count for each time point for each Toll gene and graphed the transcript
levels over time for each of these Toll genes. I also had access to an additional RNAseq
data set containing the transcript levels from 24 hAEL eve-RNAi embryos (Porter et al. in
prep). All manipulation and graphing of data were done in Microsoft Excel.
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Off-Target Effects
Sequences for the three Toll genes of interest, Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10 were
obtained from https://metazoa.ensembl.org/index.html. The sequence identifications
for each of these three genes can be found in Table 1. It should be noted that in Ensembl,
Toll 10 is labeled as Toll-7-like, however, Benton et al. (2016) determined this to be Toll
10 through a thorough phylogenetic comparison among arthropod Tolls. Two sections of
each of the three Toll genes of interest had to be isolated by polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) for them to be cloned and ultimately made into double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) for
knockdowns. In this paper, I will used “cloned” to refer to the process whereby section of
a gene is isolated through PCR, ligated into a plasmid, and transformed into E. coli for
storage and future retrieval of that section of DNA. I will use “clone(s)” to refer the
section(s) of the Tribolium gene that were cloned and put into the plasmid and ultimately
into the E. coli. Although only one section of the gene needed to be made into dsRNA for
knockdowns, two sections were made from each gene because this would allow for
validation of the knockdown effects.
Originally the primers used were from Benton et al. (2016). These primers were
analyzed for off-target effects using NCBI blast with the somewhat similar sequences
setting (blastn). This analysis of the sections isolated by these primers revealed that the
dsRNA made from them could possibly have off-target effects, including knocking down
other T. castaneum Toll receptors or other genes known to be involved in Tribolium
development such as myosin II or pangolin. As these off-target effects could make it
difficult to directly attribute knockdown effects to specific Toll genes, new primer sets
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that avoided off target effects were developed for each of the Toll genes of interest (with
the exception of Benton’s Toll 10 primer set 2, as no off-target effects were found for this
section of the gene). These new primers were found using the National Center for
Biotechnology

Information

https://tmcalculator.neb.com

(NCBI)’s
to

primer

blast

tool

find

reaction

and

analyzed

temperatures

using
and

https://www.idtdna.com to find possible hairpins and dimers.
The primers had to meet the following criteria: they had to be ~20 bp in length,
have a GC content close to 50%, the highest hairpin Tm had to be lower than the reaction
temperature, the self-complementary score had to be as low as possible, the 3’ selfcomplementary score had to be as low as possible, the primer could not bind anywhere
else in the T. castaneum genome, and the tms between primers in a set could not be more
than 3 °C different. Additionally, the most negative Self-Dimer ΔG could not be more
negative than -9 kcal/mol, and the most negative Hetero-Dimer ΔG cannot be more
negative than -9 kcal/mol. This is because anything lower than a ΔG value of -9 kcal/mol
indicates a large amount of energy required to break the secondary structure and
therefore a higher propensity for the primers to bind to themselves or the other primer
rather than the template. This is based on the protocol described on https://www.genequantification.de/oligo_architect_glossary.pdf.
The sections of these genes that these primers isolate (the clones) were then
analyzed using NCBI blast. The criteria for the clones were as follows: each gene must
have two clones (two separate sections of the gene isolated), clones from the same gene
could not overlap, each clone had to be greater than 350 bp (or as large as possible),
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clones could not have any 11 bp or greater sequence overlap with another Toll gene in
the same family, clones could not have any 11bp or greater overlap with genes known to
play a crucial role in development, cell movements, or junctional remodeling, and both
clones in the same gene could not have any of the same off-target sites. The choice that
clones cannot have any 11 bp or greater overlap with potential off target effects is a
conservative estimate based on a study published by Gurska, Jentzch, and Panfilio (2020).
The primer sets that isolate these new clones are in Table 1.
Table 1. Toll gene IDs and new primer sets. All primer set are in the 3’ - 5’ direction, the
sequence identifications came from https://metazoa.ensembl.org/index.html, and the
forward primer for each primer set is listed above its corresponding reverse primer.
Toll

Ensembl
Sequence
ID

Toll 6

TC004895

Toll 7

TC004474

Toll 10 TC004901

First Clone Primer Set
(Forward/Reverse)

Second Clone Primer Set
(Forward/Reverse)

AATGCTGAAACCACACGCTC

TCAGTGGTCTTGCGAATGCC

GGCGAATGTCTCCGAGTTGA

CGGTCTTTGTCTTGCTGCTC

TTCTGGCGACTTGTTTGTCC

CACGTCGATGCGGGAACTTT

CGCTCTCAGCTCATTGTGTG

AGCTCCTTCAATGCGTCAGG

TCGACCAACTGGAAAAGCTCA

CACGCTCAACTTATCCAGCA

GCATAGGGTGTGTCCGAGTT

GAATCCAGTCCCTCAAACGA

Molecular Cloning
For each of the three T. castaneum Toll genes of interest, Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10,
two sections of the gene (including possibly the untranslated region) were cloned. These
sections were isolated by the primers listed in Table 1 through a PCR reaction using
Tribolium complementary DNA (cDNA) template and OneTaq 2x MasterMix with
standard buffer. This reaction was run on a Bio Rad T100TM Thermal Cycler. The sizes
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of the PCR amplicons were verified by gel electrophoresis using a MiniOne gel
electrophoresis rig.
The PCR products were ligated into pSC-A-vector plasmids. These plasmids were
transformed into StrataClone E. coli bacterial cells. If the PCR product size was consistent
with that of the section in the pSC-A plasmid containing the sequence of interest, cloning
was further verified through sequencing done by Genewiz. The sequences from Genewiz
were aligned with the predicted sequencing results using NCBI’s global alignment tool.
dsRNA Synthesis
For each of the three T. castaneum Toll genes of interest, Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10,
the two cloned sections were used as template for making dsRNA using MEGAScriptTM
dsRNA synthesis kit with T7 primers according to manufacturer instructions. Product
sizes were verified through gel electrophoresis. The dsRNA was aliquoted and stored in
a -20°C freezer until use in injections.
Injections
To collect the eggs needed for the injections, nGFP beetles were allowed to lay for
30 minutes on white flour then raised an additional 3.5 to 4h or 10.5 – 11 hours. Embryos
were injected at either 4 - 4.5 hours AEL or 11 – 11.5 hours AEL. Prior to injecting, all
embryos were dechorionated in 5% bleach solution while shaking for 2 minutes. They
were then rinsed with distilled water. Eggs for injection were then transferred to two
glass slides (one for controls and one for dsRNA injection) using a paintbrush. Roughly
30 - 60 eggs for each of the groups were transferred depending on how many eggs were
24

retrieved from the egg lay. The injections were carried out on a World Precision
Instrument PV820 injection machine using a pulled glass needle which was pulled on a
Sutter Instrument Co. Model P-67 Flaming/Brown Micropipette Puller. Experimental
eggs were injected using phenol red injection dye and dsRNA at a concentration of ~500
ng/uL (the dsRNA was diluted with 0.1 M sodium phosphate injection buffer as needed
to reach this concentration). The dsRNA injected was from either Toll 6, Toll 7, Toll 10,
innexin3, or some combination of these. The primers used to isolate the innexin3 clone
(listed in Table 2) and the innexin3 dsRNA were created by Jeffrey Sagun1. The control
embryos were injected with phenol red, water, and 0.1 M sodium phosphate injection
buffer (pH 7.6).
Table 2. Primer sets used to clone a section of innexin3. This clone was then used to make
dsRNA. All primer set are in the 3’ - 5’ direction. Primers designed by Jeffrey Sagun.
Gene

Ensembl
Sequence ID

innexin3

TC011709

Cloning Primer Set 1
(Forward/Reverse)
GCGTCTTCGGCATGGTTTC

Cloning Primer Set 2
(Forward/Reverse)
GCCGAGCACCAGAGAAATGA

GTAGGTGTTGATCACGTGGC

CGATCTCGGGGTAAATCGGG

Injected embryos underwent one of three possible protocols. The first possible
protocol was that the embryos were placed in a 21°C incubator for 16 hours after
injection, with the temperature raised to 30°C for ~7 hours before fixation (embryos that
underwent his treatment will be referred to as “low-temperature overnight embryos”) in
order to get a stage where the embryos were easy to sonicate out and elongation of the
embryo was easy to measure. The second possible protocol was that the embryos were
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reached at the Laboratory of Cancer Biology and Genetics, Center for Cancer Research, National Cancer
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placed in a 30°C incubator for 24 hours before fixation (embryos that underwent this
treatment will be referred to as “24-hour embryos”) to get a developmental stage of
embryos that was comparable to that published by Benton et al. (2016). The third
protocol was used for the embryos that were injected 11 hours AEL; after injection, these
embryos were left in a 30°C incubator until 17 – 18 hours AEL.
Fixation and Staining
Any embryos that were dead (which was determined by identifying burst,
crumpled looking eggs) due to the injection process were discarded. The remaining
embryos were fixed in an 8% formaldehyde solution in PBS/EGTA buffer in a one-to-one
volume of heptane. They were then put on a nutator and rocked for 45 minutes. The fix
was then removed, MeOH added, and the tube shaken for two minutes (Shippy et al.
2009). Fixed embryos were placed in a solution of PBT along with Hoescht DAPI stain
(used to visualize cell nuclei). The DAPI and PBT were then removed, and the embryos
were transitioned to methanol for storage in a -4°C refrigerator before mounting. Some
embryos were dissected out from the vitelline membrane using forceps and tungsten
wires or were sonicated out using a Model 50T VWR Sonication Machine for better visual
confirmation.
Mounting and Imaging
Embryos were transferred onto glass slides by pipette and were mounted in 70%
or 80% glycerol. Embryos still in their vitelline membrane had a coverslip with clay feet
placed on the slide and dissected embryos in glycerol had a coverslip directly placed on
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the slide. Approximately one to five embryos were placed on each slide. The slides were
imaged on a Nikon Eclipse E600 fluorescence microscope, and images of the embryos on
the side were taken at 100x, 200x, or 400x magnification using NIS-Elements D software.
Some of the embryos still in the vitelline membranes were rolled for better visual
confirmation. Images were stored on Microsoft OneDrive.
Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction
Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was done to compare the amounts
of Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10 in knockdowns versus buffer injected embryos as a means of
validating the knockdowns and determining if Toll receptors regulate each other.
Additionally, qPCR primers were also designed for five potential effector molecules,
starry night, bazooka, DE-cadherin, spaghetti squash, and innexin3, to determine if
knocking down Toll receptors affected the transcription rate of any of these genes. All
qPCR primers chosen spanned an intron (which allows for detection of genomic DNA
contamination) and were analyzed for self-complementary, complementarity to its
corresponding primer, and hairpin structures as described in the Off-Target Effect
section. A preliminary qPCR experiment was run to determine the efficiency of each
primer set using five tenfold dilutions of mRNA. The primers and their efficiencies are
listed in Table 3 and Table 4. The qPCR experiments were run on a BioRad CFX Connect
Real-Time PCR System and the data was collected on CFX Maestro. The RNA was
extracted from either buffer injected control embryos or dsRNA injected embryos using
the NEB Monarch Total RNA Miniprep kit. These embryos were injected either at four
hours AEL with the RNA collected 7 hours AEL, or they were injected at 11 hours AEL
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with the RNA collected 17 hours AEL. All qPCR experiments besides the efficiency tests
were designed with a Histone 3 control. Histone 3 served as a redernce gene, as its
transcript levels should be unchanging between experiments, and thus it can be used to
standardize transcript amounts between experiments. Additionally, each experiment
had a reverse transcriptase free control. I used this control because reverse transcriptase
is needed turn the RNA transcripts in the extracted RNA into DNA which can be amplified.
Without the reverse transcriptase, no DNA can be made, and therefore no product is
expected in the qPCR. Thus, this control serves as a way of checking for contamination.
Each qPCR experiment had three technical replicates and one biological replicate. I
analyzed the data in Excel.
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Table 3. Toll qPCR primers. All primer set are in the 3’ - 5’ direction, the sequence
identifications came from https://metazoa.ensembl.org/index.html, and the forward
primer for each primer set is listed above its corresponding reverse primer. The
efficiency values, which are calculated from qPCR reactions with a serial dilution of RNA,
are a measure of how close the DNA is to exactly doubling during each amplification cycle
of the qPCR.
Gene Name

Ensembl
Sequence ID

Toll 6

TC004895

Toll 7

TC004474

Toll 10

TC004901

Primer Name
Toll 6 Forward
Toll 6 Reverse
Toll 7 Forward
Toll 7 Reverse
Toll 10 Forward
Toll 10 Reverse

Sequence

Efficiency
(%)
AGGTCGGCCAATATTTACGCT
95.5
GCCAAGGAAAGACCGTCCAT
95.5
TGTCGTCGAAC TCCCACTTG
94.2
GCGGTGAACTC TTGGAGGA
94.2
GCCAGGATAAT TGCCCCAGA
88.3
GGCAGGAGAG ACCAGGAAGA
88.3

Table 4. Candidate effector molecule qPCR primers. All primer set are in the 3’ - 5’
direction, the sequence identifications came from https://metazoa.ensembl.org/
index.html, and the forward primer for each primer set is listed above its corresponding
reverse primer. The efficiency values, which are calculated from qPCR reactions with a
serial dilution of RNA, are a measure of how close the DNA is to exactly doubling during
each amplification cycle of the qPCR.
Gene
Name
Starry
Night
Innexin

Ensembl
Sequence
ID
TC012521
TC011709

DETC013570
Cadherin
Spaghetti TC030667
Squash
Bazooka

TC034318

Primer Name

Sequence

Tc_StarryNight_F CCTGTGTCAATGCACTTATGTT
Tc_StarryNight_R ATTGGGGACTGCCTCTCAAC
Tc_Innexin_F
CAAAATCGCCAAGTGCCAAGT
Tc_Innexin_R
CCTGTAATGGGCCCGGAAG
Tc_DEcadLike_F GCCTCTTCTGTTTACCACTGC
Tc_DEcadLike_R AGGCTTGTGGTTTTCCTGAT
Tc_SpgSqh_F
GGGGGCCACTAGTAGGGA
Tc_SpgSqh_R
CACGGCGGTTTACGGTTTTC
Tc_Baz_F
AGGAATGTGCCAGGAAGAGC
Tc_Baz_R
GCAAATTGTGGACGGACACC

Efficiency
(%)
95.2
95.2
93.1
93.1
109.6
109.6
87.1
87.1
97.7
97.7
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Analysis
Images of the knockdown and control embryos taken in the DAPI channel were
analyzed in FIJI (Schindelin et al., 2012) to determine if knocking down Toll receptors
had any effect on the length of the embryo. The length was measured using the segment
line tool and converted in Excel from pixels to micrometers. All graphs were created in
either Graphpad Prism or Excel, and error bars represent the standard deviation.
Ordinary one-way ANOVA in Graphpad Prism was used for statistical analysis.
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Results:
Analysis of off-target effects in clones used for Toll dsRNA synthesis show potential for
knocking down unintended targets

Double-stranded RNA is synthesized using a clone from a gene of interest. When
dsRNA is injected into the beetle, it is then cleaved by the protein complex DICER into
multiple short fragments that can be as short as 13 base pairs. These fragments then bind
to the RISC complex, and then to the endogenous target RNA, leading to the endogenous
RNA being cleaved, and ultimately degradation of the native mRNA, thus significantly
lessening the transcription of the protein (Montgomery et al. 1998). However, using
dsRNA can become problematic when trying to knock down individual genes in the same
family, since a clone that contains a conserved sequence for that family could potentially
knock down other genes in that family. This could happen if one of the 13 base pair
fragments made by cleaving the dsRNA contains a sequence found in another member of
that gene family, thus binding to this member of the gene family and degrading its RNA.
Since the Toll genes of interest being studied are all a part of the same family, I analyzed
the clones of each of the Toll genes for off-target effects.
Originally, two sections each from three different Toll genes, Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll
10 were cloned. These regions were isolated using the primers designed by Benton et al.
(2016). However, when analyzed for potential off-target effects, I found that one of the
Toll 6 clones, both Toll 7 clones, and one of the Toll 10 clones had off-target effects which
could potentially knock down unintended Toll-like receptors. For example, Benton et
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al.’s. (2016) Toll 7 primers amplified a clone that could also target Toll 6 and Toll 8 when
made into dsRNA. The off-target hits for this clone are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. An example of an off-target analysis for Toll 7 Clone 2. The red bar (A)
represents the clone itself. Along with some smaller off-target sites in Zone 1 and Zone 2,
there were three other Toll like receptors with conserved regions that had large amounts
of overlap with this clone (B-F).
In addition to knocking down other Tolls, Toll 10 Clone 1 included pangolin as a
possible target. pangolin is a transcription factor that has a role in Tribolium elongation
and development. The original clones and the potential off-target Tolls that they could
knock down are in Table 5.
Table 5. Four clones with other Tolls as potential
off-target effects
Clone

Off-Target Tolls

Toll 6 Clone

7, 8, 10

Toll 7 Clone 1

6

Toll 7 Clone 2

6, 8, 10

Toll 10 Clone 1

6, 7, 8
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Because I identified this potential problem with the original clones created from
the original primers, I designed new clones. These new clones were isolated by the
primers listed in Table 3 in the methods. All of the new clones were designed to minimize
off-target effects, completely avoid off-target Toll receptors, and not bind anywhere else
in the Tribolium genome. Six new clones (two each for Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10) were
designed and analyzed for off-target effects. Although it is impossible to create clones
that completely avoid all possible off-target effects, all of these clones avoided off-target
Toll receptors. The only exception to this was the first new clone I designed for Toll 6,
which has Toll 3 as a potential off-target effect. However, given that Toll 3 is expressed in
very low amounts according to our RNAseq data, during embryonic development of
Tribolium, this potential off-target should have negligible effects. All the new clones were
successfully used to synthesize dsRNA, which was used in the injections mentioned.

A double knockdown of Toll 10/ Toll 7 using embryonic injections of double-stranded
RNA leads to shortened Tribolium embryos at both 12 hours after egg lay and 24 hours
after egg lay

I wanted to examine the phenotypes arising from these newly designed Toll 10
and Toll 7 clones. Benton et al. (2016) knocked down Toll 7 / Toll 10 in combination,
leading to embryos that were shorter compared to those which are injected with buffer.
To examine the phenotypes arising from these newly designed Toll 10 and Toll 7 clones,
embryos were injected at 4-4.5 hours AEL with double-stranded RNA made from a clone
from Toll 7 and a clone from Toll 10, diluted to a concentration of approximately 500
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ng/µL. After injections, the embryos underwent one of two treatments. The first
treatment was to leave them in a 21°C incubator for 16 hours after injection, with the
temperature raised to 30°C for ~7 hours before fixation. Because there is no simple name
for this setup, I will refer to it as the “low temperature overnight” treatment. This
treatment allowed me to view the embryos during a critical time during elongation, a
stage when new segments are still being added and the embryo is still elongating. In the
buffer-injected controls, after fixation, these embryos appear to have about six to eight
segments with all the thoracic segments specified and possibly one or two abdominal
segments specified. The other embryos underwent the second treatment, which was to
leave them in a 30°C incubator for 24 hours. I will call these “24-hour embryos”. This
protocol allows for embryos to grow to a stage that parallels the stage at which Benton
et al. (2016) assayed their Toll 7 / Toll 10 knockdowns. In the buffer injected controls,
these embryos appear to have the majority of their segments specified, be fully elongated,
and have limb buds. Having these two treatments allowed me to investigate the length of
buffer versus double knockdown embryos at two distinct developmental segmental
stages in order to determine if knocking down these Tolls affects elongation.
When the resulting embryos were removed from the vitelline membrane and
measured, I found that the low temperature overnight Toll 7 / Toll 10 knockdown
embryos were significantly shorter than the low temperature overnight buffer injected
controls (p < 0.0001). The average length of the low temperature overnight buffer
injected embryos (n = 19) was 575.8 µM, while the average length of the low temperature
overnight Toll 7/ Toll 10 knockdown embryos (n = 16) was 391.4 µM. This corresponds
to a 32% reduction in length. The 24-hour embryos similarly showed a significant
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reduction in length (p < 0.0001) with the buffer injected controls (n = 7) having an
average length of 925.5 µM and the double knockdown embryos (n = 12) having an
average length of 672.8 µM, which corresponds to a 27% reduction in length. These
length measurements can be seen in Figure 9. It should be noted that the embryos in the
sample are not representative of every embryo that was injected as some do not survive
or get lost during the injection, fixing, sonicating, staining, and mounting processes.

Figure 9. The Toll 7 / Toll 10 double knockdowns showed significantly shortened
germbands at two different stages: the low temperature overnight stage when six to eight
segments are specified in the buffer injected controls (p < 0.0001), and the 24-hour stage
when all the segments are specified in the buffer injected controls (p < 0.0001). Error
bars indicate standard error.
It is reasonable that the embryos that were kept for 24 hours at 30°C are longer
than the low temperature overnight embryos, as lowering the temperature slows
development. Thus, the low temperature overnight control embryos appeared to be at a
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younger developmental stage than the 24-hour control embryos, with fewer segments
specified in the low temperature overnight buffer injected control embryos.
Phenotypically, the Toll 7/ Toll 10 knockdowns in both treatment groups appear
to have defects in elongation. Along with being shorter, the Toll 7/ Toll 10 knockdown
embryos in the low temperature overnight treatment group appear to have incomplete
closure of the serosa (the outer extraembryonic membrane that typically covers the
embryo), although it appears the mesoderm is still invaginating (Figure 10 B). In the Toll
7/ Toll 10 knockdown embryos in the 24-hour embryo treatment group, the embryos are
shorter but still appear to be making segments (Figure 10 D).
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Figure 10. Both low temperature overnight embryos and 24-hour embryos injected with
Toll 7 and Toll 10 dsRNA at 4 hours AEL (B, D) show a reduction in length when compared
to buffer injected controls (A, C) in the same treatment group. Anterior is to the left,
posterior is to the right. Scale bar (bottom left) is 100 μm. The first through third thoracic
segments are labeled in the 24-hour embryos, along with the abdominal segments, which
are designated with a white dot. The low temperature overnight embryos’ segments are
more difficult to discern. Images taken at 100x magnification.
I did not repeat the individual injections of Toll 7 and Toll 10 given that Benton et
al., (2016) previously published results that neither one of these knocked down alone
leads to any phenotypic effect.
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RNAseq data indicates a potential role for Toll 6 and confirms high levels of Toll 7 and
Toll 10 expression during the first 24 hours of embryonic development

I mined an RNAseq data set of transcript levels in wildtype beetles (GoldmanHuertas in prep) to determine the RNA transcript levels of the nine Tribolium Toll-like
receptors with the hopes of elucidating which Toll receptors might be involved in
Tribolium elongation. The transcript levels of the entire Tribolium genome at 10 hours
after egg lay, 13 hours after egg lay, 19 hours after egg lay, and 24 hours after egg lay
were obtained, and the transcript levels of the Tribolium Tolls were pulled from this data
and are shown in Figure 11. Toll 7 was the only Toll present in high amounts in the 10hour data set, but by 13 hours, both Toll 7 and Toll 10 were the most highly expressed of
the Tolls. Surprisingly, by 19 hours, Toll 6 was also highly expressed, and by 24 hours, it
was the most highly expressed of all the Tolls, although Toll 7 and Toll 10 transcript levels
still remained high.
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Figure 11. RNAseq data from total RNA transcripts extracted from wildtype embryos
shows that, of the 9 Tribolium Toll-like receptors, Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10 are expressed
in the highest amounts during the first 24 hours of embryonic development. Toll 7 is
consistently expressed in high amounts, Toll 10 is expressed in high amounts from 13 to
24 hours, and Toll 6 is expressed in high amounts from 19 to 24 hours. The mRNA used
reflects total mRNA extracts and does not account for differential expression between
embryos and cell types.
Toll 6 knockdowns alone and in combination with Toll 10 and Toll 7 indicate that Toll 6
is not contributing to elongation, but Toll 6 may still have a role in early development

The high levels of Toll 6 were somewhat unexpected given that only Toll 7 and
Toll 10 have reported roles in Tribolium elongation. Benton et al. (2016) did not discuss
a potential role for Toll 6 in elongation as they did not observe it to have the expected
striped expression pattern typically seen with Toll receptors (they did not include photos
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of expression patterns for any Tribolium Toll receptors other than Toll 7 and Toll 10).
However, given the models proposed by Paré and Zallen (2020), specifically the partner
patterning model, it is a possibility that Toll receptors are interacting with proteins that
are not expressed in stripes.
This prompted me to ask if Toll 6 was also involved in Tribolium elongation,
although it is possible it may just be expressed highly in a select group of cells that require
Toll 6 for a specific function. To test the hypothesis that Toll 6 may be involved in
elongation, I first did an embryonic knockdown of just Toll 6 using the low temperature
overnight treatment to see if Toll 6 would have any effect on embryo elongation on its
own, although I did not expect to see any as previous studies indicate that Toll 7 and Toll
10 have no effect when knocked down individually. The average length of the buffer
injected embryos (n = 5) was 732.5 µM, and the average length of the dsToll6 embryos
(n = 14) was 576.6 µM, shown in Figure 12. The knockdown embryos are trending
towards being shorter than the buffer injected controls, however, given the large
standard deviations of both groups, I cannot definitively draw that conclusion.
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Figure 12. The average length of low temperature overnight embryos injected with
dsToll6 is shorter than that of embryos injected with buffer, however, the buffer injected
group has a large standard deviation which means I cannot draw conclusions from this
data set. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
Phenotypically, the buffer injected low temperature overnight embryos looked to
be very similar to the dsToll 6 injected low temperature overnight embryos, and there
were no clear indications that knocking down Toll 6 leads to an easily visible phenotype
at this stage. The phenotypes of a low-temperature overnight buffer injected control
embryo and a low temperature overnight dsToll 6 injected embryo are shown in Figure
13.
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Figure 13. The dsToll 6 injected low-temperature overnight embryos (B) did not appear
to be different from the buffer controls (A) phenotypically. The low-temperature
overnight embryo shown in (B) was not fully sonicated out of its vitelline membrane,
which is still visible, and caused the embryo to curve rather than lie flat like the buffer
injected control (A). Anterior is to the left, posterior is to the right. Images taken at 100x
magnification.
Although I could not make a conclusion about the length of the embryos when Toll
6 was knocked down alone, previous research has shown that Toll receptors have a
greater effect on length in both Tribolium and Drosophila when knocked down in
combination with other Toll receptors. Therefore, I knocked down Toll 6 in combination
with Toll 7 and then in combination with Toll 10. The low temperature overnight
dsToll6/ Toll7 embryos (n = 4) had an average length of 397.1 µM and were shorter than
the low temperature overnight buffer control embryos (n = 6) which had an average
length of 433.8 µM. However, the small sample sizes and standard deviations prevent me
from concluding that the knockdown embryos were actually shorter than the buffer
injected controls and repeat experiments to increase the sample size would be required
to determine what is happening to the length of the embryo when Toll 6 is knocked down
in combination with Toll 7. The dsToll6/ Toll10 embryos (n = 8) were also not
significantly shorter than the buffer controls; in fact, they were larger than the buffer
injected controls, with an average length of 454.9 µM, shown in Figure 14. These data
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imply that, unlike Toll 7 and Toll 10, when Toll 6 is knocked down in combination with a Toll
receptor involved in elongation, it does not lead to significantly shorter embryos.

Toll 6/7 and Toll 7/10 Double
Knockdowns
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Figure 14. Unlike Toll 7 and Toll 10, Toll 6 does not produce shorter embryos when
knocked down in combination with another Toll receptor known to be involved in
elongation, in this case, Toll 7 or Toll 10. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
I then asked what the effect would be if all three of these Toll receptors with high
expression levels were knocked down together. The embryos were injected at 4 hours
AEL with a combination of Toll 6 dsRNA, Toll 7 dsRNA, and Toll 10 dsRNA, put in the
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incubator with the low temperature overnight protocol, fixed, sonicated, and measured.
The average length of the triple knockdown embryos (n = 24) was 368.7 µM, which is a
36% decrease in length from the buffer injected controls (n = 19) that had an average
length of 575.8 µM (p < 0.0001). However, they were not significantly different in length
when compared to just the Toll 7/ Toll 10 double knockdown low temperature overnight
embryos (n = 16, P = 0.7287) that had an average length of 391.4 µM. Therefore, I can
conclude that both the double and triple knockdowns are significantly shorter than the
buffer injected controls (p < 0.0001), but I cannot conclude that Toll 6 is contributing to
germband extension beyond what Toll 7 and Toll 10 are already contributing (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Knocking down Toll 6 only leads to embryos that are significantly shorter than
the buffer injected controls when knocked down in combination with Toll 7 and Toll 10
(p < 0.0001). However, these triple knockdown embryos are not significantly shorter
than just Toll 7/ Toll 10 double knockdowns (p = 0.7297), so there is no evidence that
Toll 6 is contributing to elongation.
Even though there is no quantitative evidence that Toll 6 is contributing to
germband elongation, phenotypically, the triple knockdowns appear to be less developed
than the Toll 7/ Toll 10 double knockdowns and appear to have more condensed nuclei.
The triple knockdowns appear to show fewer signs of mesoderm invagination or
developing distinguishing features beyond head lobes (Figure 16). Further work,
including possibly measuring the areas to see if the Toll 6 / Toll 7 / Toll 10 triple
knockdown embryos are more condensed than the Toll 7 / Toll 10 double knockdown
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embryos, is needed to fully quantitate and elucidate the phenotypic effects, if any, Toll 6
is having on the developing embryo.

Figure 16. Although the low temperature overnight Toll 6/ Toll 7/ Toll 10 triple
knockdowns appear shorter than the buffer controls, they are not significantly shorter
than the Toll 7/ Toll 10 double knockdown embryos (p = 0.7287), although they do
appear to show some phenotypic differences from the double knockdowns such as more
condensed nuclei. Anterior is to the left, posterior is to the right. Images taken at 200x
magnification.
qPCR results verify knockdowns and show that Toll receptors are regulating one another

I used real time quantitative PCR to verify my knockdowns of Toll 6, Toll 7, and
Toll 10, and to determine if knocking down any one Toll receptor had an effect on the
others. In the Toll 6 knockdown embryos injected at 4 hours AEL with mRNA extracted
7 hours AEL, Toll 6 transcript levels were decreased, which would be expected for a
knockdown of the gene, verifying that the dsRNA worked as expected. However, Toll 7
was not significantly upregulated or downregulated, indicating that Toll 6 is not
regulating Toll 7. Toll 10 transcripts appeared to decrease, but not in large amounts, so
whether Toll 6 is regulating Toll 10 is undetermined. In Toll 7 knockdown embryos with
mRNA extracted 7 hours AEL, Toll 7 appeared to be knocked down, which again verified
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that the dsRNA worked as expected, while Toll 10 transcript levels were unaffected and
Toll 6 transcripts levels showed a large increase, indicating that Toll 7 may be normally
inhibiting Toll 6. In Toll 10 knockdown embryos with mRNA extracted 7 hours AEL, Toll
6, Toll 7, and Toll 10 all show a marked decrease in transcript levels, indicating that Toll
10 may be normally activating both Toll 6 and Toll 7. These results, which can be seen in
Figure 17, confirm not only that the mRNA knockdowns were successful, but also that
knocking down one Toll can have an effect on another, which is very likely not due to offtarget effects because of my previous off-target analysis and redesign of clones.
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Figure 17. Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10 change their expression levels in dsToll embryos
compared to buffer injected controls. Toll 6 does not appear to have any effect on Toll 10
or Toll 7, while a knockdown of Toll 7 leads to an increase in Toll 6 transcript levels, and
a knockdown of Toll 10 leads to a decrease of both Toll6 and Toll 7 transcript levels. All
transcript levels were standardized to Histone 3 transcript levels. All experiments have
three technical replicates (three qPCR runs with RNA from the same extraction) and one
biological replicate (one RNA extraction each). Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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qPCR results reveal that Tolls may be acting through predicted or found effector
molecules

I used qPCR to ask how certain effector molecules that could possibly be
downstream of Toll receptors will change in response to knocking down either Toll 6,
Toll 7, or Toll 10. The first of these was spaghetti squash (sqh), a Myosin II regulatory
light chain which has a pivotal role in the Drosophila model of cell rearrangements during
intercalation. Transcript levels for sqh were decreased in Toll 7 RNAi embryos at 7 hours
after egg lay, but not in Toll 10 RNAi embryos 7 hours after egg lay or Toll 6 embryos 7
hours after egg lay. Another candidate effector molecule was starry night (stan), which
is a transmembrane cadherin protein. Transcript levels for stan showed over a two-fold
increase in Toll 7 RNAi embryos, were almost completely absent in Toll 10 RNAi embryos,
and were significantly decreased in Toll 6 RNAi embryos. Transcript levels for bazooka
(baz), a scaffolding protein that polarizes along the dorsal-ventral axis in Drosophila
epithelial cells during elongation and intercalation, was increased in Toll 7 knockdown
embryos but decreased in Toll 10 RNAi and Toll 6 RNAi embryos. Transcript levels for
innexin3 (inn3), a gap junction protein, were decreased in Toll 6 RNAi, Toll 7 RNAi, and
Toll 10 RNAi embryos. Lastly, the Tribolium ortholog for Drosophila Embryonic cadherin
(DE cad), a cell adhesion protein which functions in intercalation in Drosophila, showed
no significant change in Toll 7 RNAi embryos, but was decreased in the Toll 6 RNAi and
the Toll 10 RNAi embryos. The results of this qPCR are in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. qPCR reveals that Toll 7 activates sqh and inn3, while inhibiting stan and baz.
Toll 10 activates sqh, stan, baz, inn3, and DEcad. Toll 6 activates sqh, stan, baz, inn3, and
DEcad. The amounts of each RNA transcript are shown as log fold changes in reference
to the amount of that transcript in the respective buffer control. The transcript levels are
normalized based on transcript levels for Histone 3. For each gene tested, there were
three technical replicates (three qPCR runs with RNA from the same extraction) and one
biological replicate (one RNA extraction each). Error bars indicate standard deviation.
Double embryonic knockdowns of Toll 7 and Toll 10 at 11 hours after egg lay, along with
embryonic knockdowns of the predicted effector molecule innexin3 at that time, show no
phenotypic effects

Given that Innexin3 showed dramatic changes in the qPCR, I decided to knock it
down and compare it with Toll 7 / Toll 10 double knockdowns and buffer injected
controls to see if there were any clear morphological differences. I specifically wanted to
look at its role in germband elongation and intercalation, and I predicted that if this
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effector molecule was involved in elongation, the knockdown embryos would be shorter
than the wild type and possibly even as short as the Toll 10/ Toll 7 double knockdown
embryos. Given innexin’s role in very early development I decided to knock it down at 11
hours AEL, as opposed to the standard 4 hours AEL injection since 11 hours AEL should
be the time that the embryo forms and begins elongation. By choosing this time, I hoped
to avoid severe morphological defects unrelated to innexin3’s potential role in elongation.
The Toll 7/ Toll 10 double knockdowns were injected with Toll 7 dsRNA and Toll 10
dsRNA at 11 hours AEL as well to make them comparable to the innexin3 knockdowns.
The dsInn3 embryos (n = 17), which had an average length of 886.9 µM, were not
significantly different in length from the buffer injected control embryos (n = 9), which
had an average length of 1023.6 µM. This in itself was not unpredictable as we have no
prior data on innexin3 knockdowns and do not know if it creates any phenotypic effect,
however, there was an unexpected result with the dsToll 7/ Toll 10 embryos (n = 13).
These embryos were also not significantly different in length from the buffer injected
controls, with an average length of 881.6 µM (Figure 19). This is a clear deviation from
the previously discussed finding that dsToll 7/ Toll 10 embryos are shorter when the
dsRNA is injected at 4 hours AEL. This could imply that Toll receptors are not
contributing to elongation during later stages of germband extension. However, these
results are not yet conclusive. The same dsRNA used for these injections was used for
previous knockdown experiments, and these previous knockdown experiments all
resulted expected phenotypic effects. Additionally, qPCR verified that this dsRNA led to
lowered transcript levels when it was used in previous experiments, indicating that the
RNA should be working as expected. However, further verification experiments such as
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retesting the dsRNA at a stage that I know shows a phenotypic effect in parallel to the 11hour AEL injection and doing a qPCR to verify the 11 hour AEL knockdown, would be
needed to prove that this was not a procedural error.

11-Hour Injected Buffer, dsToll7/Toll10,
and dsInn3 Embryos
1200
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Length (µM )

800

600

400

200

0

11-Hour Injected
Buffer

11-Hour Injected
dsToll7/Toll10

11-Hour Injected
dsInn3

Treatment
Figure 19. When injected at 11 hours AEL and fixed at 18-hour AEL, neither the dsInn3
nor dsToll 7/Toll 10 showed any difference in length from the buffer injected controls.
Error bars indicate standard deviation.
Not only did the three different treatment groups not differ in length, but there
were also no clear phenotypic differences between the three groups, which is evident in
Figure 20.
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Figure 20. There are no obvious differences between the 11-hour injected buffer control
embryos (A), Toll 7/ Toll 10 double knockdown embryos (B), and innexin3 knockdown
embryos (C). Anterior is to the left, posterior is to the right. Images taken at 100x
magnification.
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Discussion:
Shortened embryos in Toll 7/ Toll 10 double embryonic knockdowns parallel the
parental Toll 7/ Toll 10 RNAi effects shown in Benton et al. (2016)

The decrease in embryo length in the low temperature overnight embryos and the
24-hour embryos that were injected with dsRNA for Toll 7 and Toll 10 parallels what was
reported by Benton et al. (2016). Although Benton et al. (2016) used pupal injections, in
which they injected the parent beetles with the Toll 7 and Toll 10 dsRNA and examined
the progeny for phenotypes, instead of embryonic injections, and used clones with
potential off target sites, they still ultimately found a decrease of 38% in their knockdown
embryos, which is comparable to the 32% and 27% decrease in length I observed in the
low temperature overnight knockdown embryos and the 24-hour knockdown embryos
respectively. The increased severity in Benton et al. (2016)’s knockdowns could be due
to a number of factors: off-target effects could have potentially exacerbated the defects
in elongation by knocking down additional targets involved in elongation, the parental
RNAi could have destroyed parentally installed Toll transcripts that are present earlier
than four hours (when the dsRNA was injected for my experiments), the developmental
stage at which Benton et al. (2016) made their measurements could have been slightly
different from mine and the effects of the knockdown are more severe at that point, or
both knockdown experiments have a certain amount of error. Regardless, overall, the
results from the knockdowns reported here support their conclusion that doubleknockdowns of Toll 10 and Toll 7 lead to shortened embryos when Toll 7 and Toll 10
transcripts are lowered during early stages of elongation.
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Phenotypically, my 24-hour double knockdown embryos are very similar to those
reported by Benton et al. (2016). In Figure 21, I show their reported dsToll7/ Toll10
double knockdown and buffer control next to my dsToll7/Toll10 double knockdown and
buffer control. Both the buffer and the knockdown look to be extremely similar.

Figure 21. Benton et al. (2016)’s reported Toll7/ Toll10 parental RNAi phenotype from 9
hours after cellularization (B) appears to be very similar to my reported Toll7/ Toll10
embryonic RNAi phenotype for the 24-hour embryos (D). Figure modified from Benton
et al. (2016).

There is no evidence Toll 6 is contributing to embryo length, but phenotype differences
between the triple and double Toll knockdowns indicate it could have a role in
development.
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When Toll 6 was knocked down individually in low temperature overnight
embryos, there was a trend towards shortened embryos. However, the standard
deviation in the buffer injected group was too high to conclude that the difference was
from the lack of Toll 6. This result was not unexpected, both Paré et al. (2014) and Benton
et al., 2016, report that knocking down a single Toll receptor has no easily discernable
effect on the developing embryo, in Drosophila and Tribolium, respectively. It was more
unexpected to find that the double knockdown embryos with dsToll6/Toll7 and
dsToll6/Toll10 showed no large decrease in length when compared to the buffer control,
as both Paré et al. (2014) and Benton et al. (2016) report that knocking down Toll
receptors in combination leads to shortened embryos compared to wild type controls.
Additionally, Paré et al. (2014) reported that in Drosophila, knocking down the three Toll
receptors shown to be involved in intercalation (Toll 8, Toll 6, and Toll 2) together, led to
embryos that were shorter than the buffer or any double knockdown. Therefore, I
expected that, if Toll 6 was involved in Tribolium elongation, I would see that the triple
knockdown was shorter than any double knockdown. However, this is not what I saw,
which leads me to conclude that Toll 6 has no clearly indicated role in determining the
length of the embryo. However, length is the only metric by which these embryos were
quantitatively scored, but examining the embryos phenotypically, I see that the triple
knockdown embryos show more severe developmental delays than the Toll 7/ Toll 10
double knockdowns. Toll 6 is still expressed in high amounts between 19 and 24 hours,
which is indicative that it may have some purpose in development at these times.
Although based on the current understanding of how Toll receptors function during
arthropod development, I would expect this role to be in regulating intercalation and
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elongation, it is possible that it has another role. For example, it is possible that the high
expression levels are due to Toll 6 being expressed in high amounts in just a certain
subset of cells. In their review, Paré and Zallen (2020), discuss roles for Toll receptors in
the structure and organization of appendages, follicle cells, salivary glands, and the
nervous system in Drosophila. Since Toll 6 single knockdowns were only investigated at
the low temperature overnight stage, the Toll 6 dsRNA injected embryos were not old
enough for these features to be investigated. The same is true for the Toll 6, Toll 7, and
Toll 10 triple knockdowns. Future experiments in which these knockdown embryos are
allowed to grow to older stages could reveal if the high levels of Toll 6 expression are due
to Toll 6 having a role in any of these aforementioned processes.
Additionally, one of the phenotypic characteristics I noticed in the Toll 6/ Toll 7/
Toll 10 triple knockdown embryos that seemed to differ from the Toll 7/Toll 10
knockdown embryos was that the nuclei in the triple knockdown embryos appeared to
be more condensed. This could indicate that a possible role for Toll 6 is in controlling cell
shape changes and/or apical cell surface sizes. As mentioned in the introduction, the Toll
10/Toll 7 double knockdown embryos published by Benton et al. (2016) have smaller
apical surface areas than the controls. This implies a potential role for Toll receptors in
controlling cell shape and apical surface area, in which Toll 6 could potentially also be
involved. If that is the case, when Toll 6 is knocked down, it could lead to an even greater
reduction in apical surface area then just the Toll 7/ Toll 10 knockdown. I attempted to
quantify this by counting nuclei density and by using phalloidin to stain the cell
membranes to measure apical surface area but was unsuccessful due to an inability to
resolve different tissue layers. Future experiments such as using better imaging
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technology such as confocal microscopy to allow for quantification of cell surface areas
and using area as a metric instead of length, could allow for this question to be resolved.
Ultimately, more research is needed to determine what role, if any Toll 6 may be playing
in Tribolium development.

It is possible that the slightly shorter Toll 10/Toll 7 knockdown embryos reported by
Benton et al. (2016) were due to off-target effects

I originally found that the clones Benton et al. (2016) used to make dsRNA for
their Toll 7/ Toll 10 knockdowns had potential off-target effects, including Toll 6. Since
my new clones were designed with minimal off-target effects, had I seen less striking
phenotypes in my dsToll 10/ Toll 7 embryos than those reported by Benton et al. (2016),
I would have suspected that Benton et al.’s (2016) phenotypes were due to off-target
effects rather than just Toll 10/ Toll 7 being knocked down. Even though I did not see
striking phenotypic differences, my Toll 10/ Toll 7 embryos were longer than those
reported by Benton et al. (2016) – my Toll 10/ Toll 7 knockdowns showed a 27%
decrease in length for the 24-hour embryos and a 32% decrease in length for the lowtemperature overnight embryos, as opposed to the 38% decrease reported in Benton et
al.’s (2016) Toll 10/ Toll 7 parental RNAi knockdowns. However, my triple knockdowns
of Toll 6, Toll 7, and Toll 10, were 36% smaller than their buffer control, which is much
closer to Benton et al.’s (2016) Toll 10/ Toll 7 parental RNAi knockdowns. This implies
to me that it is possible that Benton et al.’s (2016) reported double knockdowns could
actually be triple knockdowns due to them accidentally knocking down Toll 6 as an off-
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target. This could also explain the apical constriction seen in Benton et al.’s (2016) Toll
10/ Toll 7 knockdowns, which may be partially controlled by Toll 6 based on the higher
cell density we observed in out Toll 6/ Toll 7/ Toll 10 triple knockdowns. However, these
decreases in length between my Toll 6/ Toll 7/ Toll 10 triple knockdowns and my Toll 7/
Toll 10 double knockdowns are not significant, and the percentages merely reflect trends.
Additionally, I do not have access to the length data from Benton et al.’s (2016) Toll 7 /
Toll 10 double knockdowns, so I cannot know the amount of variation in their data set.
Therefore, the idea that Benton et al.’s (2016) Toll 7 / Toll 10 double knockdowns may
hit Toll 6 as an off-target effect remains speculation pending more thorough
experimentation, such as repeating Benton et al.’s (2016) knockdowns with their original
clones and comparing to parental RNAi embryos injected with my Toll 7 dsRNA and Toll
10 dsRNA which avoid off-targets.

Toll receptors are regulating each other, which is also known to occur in Drosophila

The qPCR data indicates that at least Toll 7 and Toll 10 have regulatory effects on
the transcription of the other, along with the transcription of Toll 6. Based on these qPCR
results, I was able to elucidate the regulatory pathway between these three Toll
receptors. Toll 6 has no effect on the other two Toll receptors, while Toll 7 is inhibiting
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Toll 6, and Toll 10 is activating both Toll 7 and Toll 6. The relationship between these
three Toll receptors can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22. qPCR results indicate the Toll receptors may be regulating one another. Toll
10 is activating Toll 7 and Toll 6, while Toll 7 is repressing Toll 6.
Although the exact mechanism by which this is occurring and the purpose of this
regulation are still undetermined, one interesting aspect of this regulation is that it is also
seen in Drosophila. There is no Toll 10 in Drosophila, but it is known that Toll 7 is
suppressing Toll 6, and that Toll 6 is activating Toll 7 (Yagi et al., 2010; Ward et al. 2015).
My results could potentially provide support to the heterophilic activation model
proposed by Paré and Zallen (2020), whereby the different Tolls involved in elongation
are activating each other, because we see Toll 10 activating Toll 7, assuming that Toll 10
activation increases the amount of the Toll 7, not just redistributes it.

Future

experiments could involve doing antibody staining or in-situ hybridization to identify if
there are shifts in the other Toll receptors’ expression patterns when one is knocked
down.
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The transcript levels for sqh, stan, inn3, DEcad, and baz are affected in Toll knockdowns,
and are possible effector molecules for cell movements during germband elongation

I wanted to investigate possible effector molecules that could potentially be
downstream of the Toll receptors and causing their effects on elongation. Based on
previously reported literature on effector molecules in Drosophila intercalation, I chose
to look at the Tribolium orthologs of bazooka, spaghetti squash, and DEcadherin. Based on
RNAseq data from a knockdown of the pair rule gene eve (Porter et al. in prep) I chose to
look at innexin3 and starry night. qPCR analysis of the five candidate effector molecules
showed that Toll6, Toll 7, and Toll 10 may not only be regulating each other, but that they
may also be indirectly controlling the transcription of different effector molecules. As
these two Toll receptors have a demonstrated role in intercalation during elongation, this
provides insights into possible mechanisms by which they allow intercalation to occur.
However, these results are not conclusive and simply provide a jumping off point for
future researchers who wish to investigate possible effector molecules involved in
elongation. Ideally, this qPCR data would be accompanied by knockdown experiments to
see if any of these effector molecules are affecting embryo length, which would provide
evidence for a molecule’s role in elongation, possibly due to being downstream of one or
multiple Toll receptors.
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Later knockdowns indicate that Toll-receptors may not be contributing to elongation
during later germband extension

The last, and possibly most peculiar, finding of this study is that injecting dsToll 7
with dsToll 10 seems to have no effect on the developing embryo when injected at 11
hours AEL. This is surprising given that at this stage, the embryo undergoes most of its
elongation. If Toll receptors are acting in the same manner that they do in Drosophila
(Paré et al. 2014), it would be expected that knocking down Toll receptors at this stage
would lead to significantly shorter embryos since the Toll receptors would not be able to
interact heterophilicly, preventing intercalation from occurring. There are a few possible
explanations for these results. The first is that there is a problem with the dsRNA,
however, this is unlikely given that the same Toll 7 / Toll 10 dsRNA leads to shortened
embryos when injected at 4 hours AEL. Nevertheless, to exclude this possibility, more
follow up experiments, such as checking the dsRNA concentration, repeating the
experiment, and qPCR verification, are needed to verify the knockdowns at this stage.
Another explanation is that the Toll proteins have a long half-life, and therefore sufficient
protein can be made before knockdown so knockdown the mRNA at a later stage does
not affect elongation as the residual Toll receptor proteins are enough to complete their
function. However, considering the dynamic stripe pattern of Toll 10 and Toll 7 reported
by Benton et al. (2016) in which new stripes of Toll receptors are added as the embryo
elongates, this seems unlikely. An antibody experiment could be done in the future to
determine the effect the dsRNA has on protein level to test this hypothesis. It is also
possible that dsRNA does not work at this time in Tribolium due to the cells having just
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recently undergone cellularization before injection. Cellularization occurs around 11
hours AEL at 32°C (Benton et al. 2013) so it is possible that when the dsRNA is injected
at 11 hours AEL, the embryos is in a refractory period where the newly formed cell
membranes are resistant to the passing of the injected dsRNA across the newly formed
cells, therefore, the dsRNA is not accessing all cells. However, this seems unlikely
considering it is common practice in Tribolium research to do dsRNA knockdowns at
different stages in the Tribolium lifecycle – the larval stage, the window to
metamorphosis, and the pupal – and systemic effects are seen (Miller et al., 2012)
Another possible explanation is that there is a secondary mechanism contributing to
elongation at later stages that, in the absence of Toll receptors, is sufficient to make up
for the lack of Toll receptors. More research is needed to determine what this potential
secondary mechanism could be, but one possibility is the Leucine Rich Repeat (LRR)
protein tartan, which binds to Ten-em, which create myosin cables at compartment
boundaries in Drosophila, even in Toll deficient embryos (Paré et al. 2019).
A similar timing effect was recently seen in caudal knockdowns in Tribolium.
Caudal is a transcription factor that regulates the pair rule genes and leads to a
progressive lack of segments when knocked down, with more segments being lost the
earlier it is knocked down, at least when knocked down 4 hours AEL and 8.5 hours AEL
(Carpe Elias in prep). Interestingly, the effects of the dsRNA appeared to stop when
injected at 11.5 hours AEL, but qPCR and protein analyses showed that the knockdowns
were working as expected at this time and that the average transcript levels and average
protein levels (from total RNA or protein extracts) were decreased (Carpe Elias in prep).
In conjunction with my results (should the lack of phenotype be a biological result and
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not a procedural error), this could imply that in Tribolium, there is a shift from the
previously understood mechanism of elongation sometime before 11 hours.
Additional experiments could include using cell tracking to see if intercalation is
occurring in the 11-hour AEL Toll 7/ Toll 10 knockdown embryos and in 11-hour AEL
buffer injected embryos. Benton et al. (2016) only report intercalation in the blastoderm
stage in Tribolium, so more research is needed to determine how cells are moving during
later elongation. Given the Toll receptors’ reported role in intercalation we would expect
to see either no intercalation and elongation occurring by other means, or, if any
intercalation occurred, it would indicate that Tolls are not responsible for intercalation
at this time. Additionally, a time series by which Toll 10 and Toll 7 are knocked down in
combination at various time points and the resulting embryos’ lengths measured may
indicate at which stage of development the Toll receptors stop contributing to elongation.
Both Toll 7 and Toll 10 are highly expressed at this time, so many questions still remain
about how exactly how they contribute to the developing embryo in late elongation.

Study limitations
A major limitation in this study was the small sample sizes for the different
knockdown embryos. The egg lays are narrowly timed (the beetles lay eggs for half an
hour) in order to get embryos that are all at similar stage when injected. As the beetles
can only lay a small number of eggs in this time (from personal observation, ~70 – 200
eggs), and these eggs have to be divided up into the different treatment groups for the
experiment, there are a limited number of eggs to start with. After that, due to the small
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size of the eggs, at each stage of the process (dechorionation, injection, fixing, staining,
sonicating, and mounting) some eggs are lost, leaving very small sample sizes to work
with. Employing biological replicates can address this problem and is planned in future
follow-up experiments.
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